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About This Game

Chef allows you to personally don a kitchen apron and embark on an exciting career in the wild world of professional cooking.
Starting with nothing but pocket change, a small restaurant, and an ambitious dream, you’ll ascend from the life of a humble

cook to that of a world-famous chef.

Nothing will prevent you from deciding how to climb to the top of the food chain. Prepare yourself for a true sandbox
experience in which all your management choices matter as you build your gastronomic empire. What will it be? A steakhouse?

A vegan paradise? A pasta palace? An experimental cooking lab? Only you can figure out which path is best for your
establishment.

FEATURES LIST

Create your own avatar and level them up across 6 different skill trees with more than 100 abilities to choose from.

Full restaurant management: Create the restaurant’s location and layout, hire the staff, design the menu, and determine
the restaurant’s policies.

Customize every aspect of your restaurants: Choose from over 150 different variations for floors and walls, and over
200 appliances and decorations that can be individually placed and colored.

Experiment with a realistic recipe editor: Use the skills and ingredients at your disposal to create one-of-a-kind dishes
that are accurately rated by taste and aroma.
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Choose your own cooking style: Specialize in meat or seafood, go vegetarian or vegan, or offer a vast selection of spicy
or exotic dishes. The choice is yours and the world will react to it accordingly.

Hundreds of events and minor storylines will weave an emergent narrative around your choices and actions.

Extended modding support: Getting tired of the game after playing it for two hundred hours? Thanks to Chef’s mod
support, you will never run out of fresh content to enjoy!
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Title: Chef: A Restaurant Tycoon Game
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Inner Void
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+ (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+ @ 3.2GHz

Memory: 3000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 630, AMD Radeon HD6570, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English
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I play games 3- 12 hours a day, it's my job some would say. and this is true, which brings me to why i am writing this review.

I don't make any money by thumbing up or down a game on steam. what i do get however is my readers trust, and if you know
me at all. you will also know that when i say silly over the top fun to play game, i mean exactly that. the game is cheap under 5$
Canadian that's dirt cheap, it offers countless hours of playtime, with different modes, and seeing as it is a game where you just
shoot the bad guys in the face (sometimes innocent beautiful ladies oops) , or chickens/piranhas. you can always hit retry over
and over again to play endlessly. The game gets an easy 8/10 from me. however the reason it only gets 8 is due to some minor
glitches, bugs, and the lack of music slider. The music is way too loud to be enjoyable for long periods of time.. Its a solid game,
although nothing special. Yes the game does play like a watered down version of Mark of the Ninja. The platforming mechanics
are good, with double jump and dash working well. The wall jumping can be super finnicky, especially how pressing away when
jumping off makes you actually jump less far away than not holding the dirction you're jumping (herp derp). The combat is ok,
as sometimes you'll pull of the attack you want and other times you'll dash and it won't hurt someone, or your attack won't hurt
them. The levels are pretty linear except sometimes theres a lack of direction and multiple different paths, some of which lead
to secrets which you don't need. The checkpoints are generous but sometimes they can be misleading as there will be
checkpoints that lead to dead ends. The levels and enemies get pretty repetitive, and there isn't much atmosphere or novelty to
each level. Most of the time you are racing against a clock and so I just avoided enemies and jumped over them, which makes
this more of a speedrun game than anything. The story has the most obvious unoriginal plot twist ever, and most of the time the
characters just stand around asking riddles and questions, making random 1 liners about wisdom that don't actually make much
sense when you think about them. That being said the platforming is pretty good, and when everything is clicking and you're
jumping, dashing, and killing, the game hits it's stride. It's also super short, clocking in around 2 hours for me.

7/10.. Good game but it becomes boring very quick.
Heavily and obviously borrow lots of things from Warcraft but in a positive way.
Still recommend to RTS fans though.

6/10. TRAITORS, SOLD THEIR SOULS TO ANOTHER PLATFORM!. This game is just amazing. You dont just get what
you paid for, you get even more. There are lots of levels, puzzles are challenging and visuals are BEAUTIFUL. I love
minimalistic approach of this game: mechanics, story and even graphics and music is very simple, yet very enjoyable. Ten out of
ten.

---{Graphics}---
☐ Masterpiece
☑ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☑ Try not to get addicted
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☐ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
☐ Just dont

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☑ Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
☑ Minimum
☐ Decent (Depends on your craft)
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☐ Easy
☑ Significant brain usage 
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Story}---
☐ Doesnt have
☐ Something isnt nothing I guess
☐ Not great
☐ Average
☐ Good
☑ Lovley
☐ Will make u cry or smile alot

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☐ Long
☑ Depends on you
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☐ Endless (Custom levels)

---{Price}---
☑ Just buy it
☐ Worth the price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Maybe if u have some spare money left
☐ Not recommended
☐ Dont throw money into a trash can

---{Bugs}---
☑ Never had any
☐ Minor bugs
☐ Few bugs 
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Ruining the game
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
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Because I have ran out of space for my review, I have posted it in the forums.

Here is the link - fall of light review. \u00a31.99 is a fair price everyone can afford, wish all developers would take a leaf out of
slighty mad studios book.. I was only 9 years old
I loved Donald Trump
I had all the merchandise
Every night I’d pray to Trump for deporting illegal immigrants
My dad would hear me and call me a racist
I knew he was just jealous of my devotion to Donald Trump
I called him a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>He slaps me and send me to bed
I’m crying now and my face hurts
I feel a warmth approach me
It was Donald Trump
I’m so happy
He whispers in my ear “we need to build a wall”
Then he gets me out of bed and reaches in his pocket
I’m ready
I open my wallet for Donald
He gives me a small loan of a million dollars
It hurts so much, but I do it for Donald
I feel my wallet tearing as he puts the money in
He roars a mighty roar as he puts the money in
My dad walks in and says “what the ♥♥♥♥”
Donald Trump looks at him and says “you’re fired”
Trump leaves through the window
Trump is love, Trump is life. ...DLC that should not be DLC.. Pro MLG game helped me perform better at 1v1 quick scope no
scope games on COD!. Awesome game that has lots of gameplay to keep coming back for! Large, Progressive, unlockable maps
give this game some freedom and exploration witch adds a good amount of depth. The Multi-Player really adds a good dynamic
to the game.
Good value for the content. Developers are also active in the community.. Online shooters are the bane of my existence in alot
of ways: i'm terrible at playing them, and my weak PC and internet sets me back further. And yet... I keep playing this one
despite all that. Maybe it's because drawing a Katana and charging at the enemy with absolutely no regard for your own safety is
just... fun! Anyway, it's a WW2 shooter, but set on the Pacific (US vs Japan) and Eastern (USSR vs Germany) fronts rather than
the typical America shoots Nazis stuff. Also "deathmatch" mode, so popular in modern military shooters, is all but abandoned
here. This is a game for teams to work together to win. All in all, this game has everything I like in a shooter game.

Oh, and you can drive tanks sometimes. Vroom!. They finally fixed the FPS drops (EDIT: and the fast-text bug)! Game running
pretty well now. If you liked Estival Versus (EV), Burst Re:Newal will most likely appeal to you. It's another nice game for
completing the Senran's collection :p

 Patch 15 - v0.5.4.0 Changelog:
One patch for Chef, bringing a much more optimized game to you!

Changelog

Dramatically increased performances: all condition cycles in the game have been reworked to drastically reduce
the CPU's workload. 

Slightly reduced rents.

Fixed a few decorations' navigation obstacles.

.  Patch 25 - v0.6.2 Changelog:
We uploaded a new patch addressing a couple issues!
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Changelog

Tools in use now have proper visual effects

Fixed a minor issue in the Summary panel with Tags not aligned properly.

Fixed a blocking issue related to selling tools in certain moments.

Fixed a rare issue with stuck customers not recovering properly.

Fixed a major issue preventing players to save if certain characters were used in the name of the recipe.

Influence Points/Popularity ratio is now at 20, as originally intended.

Fixed a missing string in the popup appearing when trying to sell or move an object that's being used.

.  Patch 23 - v0.5.4.9 Changelog:
A new patch for Chef is ready, bringing several improvements asked by the community!

Changelog

Customer recipes can now be edited, using proper buttons available in the Menu Panel!

Fixed the event conditions chain to allow the tutorial to progress smoothly.

Added an informative string when the player tries to sell an item that's being used.

Added a tooltip area for Recipes added to the menu, to easily see their stats.

Made the Recipe Rating visible on Recipes added to the menu.

Baloons appearing overcharacters have now colored icons, to be easily distinguishable.

Starting a new game no longer prevents the activation of the tutorial chain of events.

Made some minor fixes on tables' navigation obstacles to prevent some minor issues.

. Patch 08 - v0.5.3.4 Changelog:
We just released a new patch for Chef, bringing some new features we've been asked and several fixes!

Changelog

Fixed several bugs related to save and load issues.

Added Autosave feature: the game now saves at the beginning of the day and right after the lunch service is over.

Fixed a bug related to rotation of already placed items.

Custom recipes can now be deleted permanently from the Menu Panel.

Fixed missing icons for Roasted Veggies.
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Added Margarine to create vegan desserts

Savegames are not sorted by the most recent ones.

Fixed an issue with customers leaving the place because unable to be served. It won't appear with future savegames.

. Patch 14 - v0.5.3.10 Changelog:
Here's the changelog for today's patch!

Changelog

Budget is reverted to old daily projection, weekly projection will be re-implemented in the future for balance purposes

Improved shader loading to reduce stuttering.

Optimized all materials to reduce the use of video memory

Rebalanced rents to reflect the change in the budget projection.

Rebalanced policies to drive Cheapskates away when spending for marketing

.  Patch 24 - v0.5.4.10 Changelog:
We just uploaded a patch with a few fixes!

Changelog

Added a proper feedback when trying to unpause the game that is blocked by an important alert.

Tables will now occupy less space.

Made a few changes to the navigation system to some rare issues with both staff and customers blocking on place until
the game is reloaded.

Cooking time of recipes is now displayed properly in the tooltip on the left side of the Menu Panel.

. City Map - Major Update Available!:
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We are happy to announce that the first Major Update for Chef is finally available! You will now be able to explore the entire
city, choose in which District you want your restaurant to be, and then amass Popularity to slowly extend your influence across
the whole town!

Each District is characterized by a specific amount of potential customers and unique stats. By earning Influence Points you will
be able to increase your restaurant's customer pool by acquiring the customers available in neighbouring Districts!
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And after you managed to add them to your pool, you can now decide who can come and who should go away. We reworked the
customers generation system, introducing the Attractiveness: adjust your Menu and your Policies to lure specific group of
customers, while sending away unwanted guests. Thanks to many new Perks, you will now have a much better control over the
target you want to aim for! Goodbye Cheapskates!
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This update also includes a plethora of other fixes and improvements, including an overhaul of several UIs!

Changelog:

Created the City Map system, allowing players to extend their influence across a city with more than 140
different Districts

Improved the Customers generation system, introducing the concept of Attractiveness, to allow player to
strategically tune their Menu and Policies to aim for specific Customer Groups.
   
Reworked the Event UI in both aesthetics and functionality.

Reworked the Summary UI in both aesthetics and functionality.

Added two more informative panels in the Summary UI, one for Customers and one for Recipes.

Reworked the End of the Day Ui to be consistent with changes made on the Summary UI.

Completely reworked how restaurant perks works: they are now available both depending on the related to both each
single restaurant and the district where the restaurant is.
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Changed the sensitivity settings when placing items on the wall, to prevent minor issues and allow for a more precise
placing.

Added several dynamic perks in the menu, allowing players to apply even more strategy when building their menu.

Unlocked items are now shown at the top of each furnishing subpanel.

Added several images to enhance the flavor of all events

Tutorials have been reworked with clear images showing what to do and where to find things

Added several restaurant perks.

Added several missing strings.

Fixed the missing string bug on ChefAdvisor.

Improved performances in the Recipe Editor reducing the load on the CPU

Fixed some ingredient matches not working properly.

Fixed Jiaozi Recipe ingredients.

Fixed Mooncakes Recipe ingredients.

Added all missing templates in pre-made recipes.

Reworked the ingredient list in the Recipe Editor to improve its clarity always showing all Taste values.

Fixed the loading screen at startup.

Added an additional fail-safe measure to prevent people to get stuck around the restaurant.

.  Patch 16 - v0.5.4.1 Changelog:
We uploaded a new patch for Chef!

Changelog

Unlocked ingredients are now properly reset when going back to the main menu and starting a new game.

The game now properly saves and load info related to how much customers paid for their orders, preventing the
summary panel to show wrong data.

Fixed a navigation bug on Restaurant 601

Fixed missing terrain on Restaurant 601

Fixed an issue not showing earnings on the budget summary panel

"The Cubening" skill has now three different levels, as originally intended.

Fixed an issue appearing when deciding to move to another restaurant, saving, then loading the save.
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Cream is now unlocked by default as ingredient, to prevent some issues with custom recipes not appearing.
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